Image Citations

Front Page
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1118434, Brian Lockhart, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1373032, Wendy VanDyk Evans, Bugwood.org

Wisconsin’s Forest Resources
- 5021091, Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive, Bugwood.org
- 1125093, Paul Bolstad, University of Minnesota, Bugwood.org
- 0008061, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 0008245, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 1437049, Paul Bolstad, University of Minnesota, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 1118434, Brian Lockhart, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Wisconsin’s Forest Products Industry
- 1395015, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5169097, Francis Gwyn Jones, Bugwood.org
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1202021, Scott Roberts, Mississippi State University, Bugwood.org

Timber Harvest in Wisconsin
- 1174012, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 1450119, David P. Shorthouse, University of Alberta, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 1395008, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1162019, David J. Moorhead, University of Georgia, Bugwood.org

Ash
- 0008014 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 5022066 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 0008288 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 5032094 Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Aspen
- 5001060, Mary Ellen (Mel) Harte, Bugwood.org
- 1428120, William M. Ciesla, Forest Health Management International, Bugwood.org
- 1375337, Terry Spivey, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 0008292, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Balsam fir
• 5349060, Keith Kanoti, Maine Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 5027038, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1218002, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 5027036, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Basswood
• 2118039 Chris Evans, River to River CWMA, Bugwood.org
• 0008470 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008061 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Elm
• 1301077, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1219245, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008077, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008329, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Hard maple
• 1480023, Richard Webb, Self-employed horticulurist, Bugwood.org
• 0008109, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008380, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008228, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Hemlock
• 5021091, Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive, Bugwood.org
• 5349051, Keith Kanoti, Maine Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1218079, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 1437049, Paul Bolstad, University of Minnesota, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

**Jack pine**
- 5054080, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- Sally Dahir, WI DNR
- 1218035, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
- 1218036, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

**Paper birch**
- 0008300, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 5028010, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 0008175, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

**Red oak**
- 1125093, Paul Bolstad, University of Minnesota, Bugwood.org 1380244
- 0008245, Chris Evans, River to River CWMA, Bugwood.org
- 1125095, Paul Bolstad, University of Minnesota, Bugwood.org
- 2138095, Barbara Tokarska-Guzik, University of Silesia, Bugwood.org
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

**Red pine**
- 5202054, Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1397003, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5350018, Keith Kanoti, Maine Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5202052, Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
- 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

**Soft maple**
- 1373032, Wendy VanDyk Evans, , Bugwood.org
- 5035057, Joseph O'Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1125134, Paul Bolstad, University of Minnesota, Bugwood.org
- 1749071, Robert L. Anderson, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5141014 The Dow Gardens Archive, Dow Gardens, Bugwood.org
- 1119338, Wendy VanDyk Evans, , Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Spruce
• 1301047, Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1219074, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 1219077, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

White oaks
• 0008385, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 1218029, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

White pine
• 1301047, Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1219075, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Yellow birch
• 1377004, Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1219075, Bill Cook, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org
• 1395030, Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 1174013, Chris Schnepf, University of Idaho, Bugwood.org
• 5133003 Pennsylvania Dept of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

Black walnut
• 0008149 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008277 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 5042055, Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
• 0008271, Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
• 0008312 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
Black cherry
- 0008312 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 1480364 Richard Webb, Self-employed horticulturist, Bugwood.org
- 2138085 Barbara Tokarska-Guzik, University of Silesia, Bugwood.org
- 5455694 Rob Routledge, Sault College, Bugwood.org

Hickory
- 0008210 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 2118062 Chris Evans, Illinois Wildlife Action Plan, Bugwood.org
- 5462671 Vern Wilkins, Indiana University, Bugwood.org
- 0008086 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 0008211 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org
- 5395830 Robert Vidéki, Doronicum Kft., Bugwood.org
- 5474092 Rob Routledge, Sault College, Bugwood.org

Northern white-cedar
- 1397019 Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
  Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station Archive, Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, Bugwood.org
- 3047058 Keith Kanoti, Maine Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5454113 Rob Routledge, Sault College, Bugwood.org
- 5468508 Becca MacDonald, Sault College, Bugwood.org

Other red oaks
- 5349078 Keith Kanoti, Maine Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5454051 Vern Wilkins, Indiana University, Bugwood.org
- 5473666 Rob Routledge, Sault College, Bugwood.org
- 0008236 Paul Wray, Iowa State University, Bugwood.org

High Mortality of Red Oaks
- 0758073 William M. Ciesla, Forest Health Management International, Bugwood.org
- 1388021 Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
  USDA Forest Service - Northeastern Area Archive, USDA Forest Service,
- 1396105 Paul A. Mistretta, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
  Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Archive, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Bugwood.org
- 4212061 Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5039095 Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5042022 Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5253100 Joseph O’Brien, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5506100 Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Growth and Removals of High Quality Sawtimber
- 1450119 David P. Shorthouse, University of Alberta, Bugwood.org
- 1202021 Scott Roberts, Mississippi State University, Bugwood.org
- 1395030 Stephen Bratkovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
Old Growth Characteristics in Wisconsin Forests

- 0014290  Ronald F. Billings, Texas Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1398177  Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1479014  Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 1479036  Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
- 5459335  David Stephens, Bugwood.org
- 5459341  David Stephens, Bugwood.org
  USDA Forest Service Southern Research Station Archive, USDA Forest Service,
- 5487682  SRS, Bugwood.org